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Abstract: The identification of erosion prone areas with reasonably high accuracy is a prerequisite for
formulating relevant soil conservation measures especially in rural areas where there is much reliance on
subsistence agriculture. The aim of this paper was to compare and exploit the complementary advantage of
fusing three independent methods including the Revised Universal Soil Loss Equation (RUSLE) and two
supervised image classification algorithms: Random Forest (RF) and Maximum Likelihood (ML). All
analyses were conducted using a GIS proprietary software, ArcGIS. The results indicated that RF was the best
with the highest overall accuracy (OA), producer’s accuracy (PA), and user’s accuracy (UA) of 87%, 78%,
and 95%, respectively. RUSLE poorly performed relative to other methods, scoring the lowest PA (34%) and
OA (66%), but slightly outperformed ML in terms of UA. From the user’s perspective, the performance of
individual methods was satisfactory with each method achieving an UA of greater than 90% although ML and
RUSLE were not satisfactory from the producer’s perspective, recording respective PAs of 56% and 34%.
When the results from individual methods were fused, the accuracy increased above 90% across all accuracy
indices, which is far above the 85% acceptable level for planning and management purposes.
Keywords: RUSLE, supervised classification, random forest, maximum likelihood, soil erosion

1. INTRODUCTION
Soil erosion is among the most detrimental
forms of land degradation and has attracted
considerable attention worldwide (Lal, 2001; Morgan,
2005; Dragićević et al., 2010; FAO, 2019; Tošić et al.,
2019). Soil erosion affects the crops growth and yield
by removing the fertile top soil, incorporating denser
subsoil into the surface layer, and by potentially
decreasing the rooting zone of the soil (Van Oost &
Bakker, 2012). These effects have serious implications
for sustainable agriculture (Phinzi & Ngetar, 2017;
Rodrigo-Comino et al., 2018; Waltner et al., 2018),
and environemtal safety (Ştefănescu et al., 2011).
Sediement accumulation resulting from erosion is
equally detrimental (Jordan et al., 2005; Yang et al.,

2011), reducing the quality and quantity of water
(Phinzi et al., 2020a).
The importance of information on areas
endangered by erosion cannot be emphasised enough,
especially if sustainable agriculture is to be realised in
rural communities (Farsang et al., 2012; Cristofari et
al., 2017). Due to its simplicity and consideration of
many erosion factors, the Revised Universal Soil Loss
Equation (RUSLE), an empirical erosion model
proposed by Renard et al., (1997), remains one of the
most widely used methods for assessing erosion in
various parts worldwide. This widespread usage of
RUSLE can be partly attributed to improved computer
processing power and advances in geospatial
technologies such as remote sensing (Phinzi & Ngetar,
2019a), which have facilitated erosion assessment at
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limited costs and with reasonable accuracies (Wang et
al., 2003).
Apart from the above-mentioned advantages,
remote sensing can identify erosion prone areas
through image classification. Many classification
algorithms exist, ranging from supervised Maximum
Likelihood (ML), Minimum Distance to Mean
(MDM), parallelepiped, Random Forest (RF), and
Support Vector Machines (SVM), Multivariate
Adaptive Regression Splines (MARS) to unsupervised
K-means and Iterative Self Organising DATa Analysis
(ISODATA) (Lo Curzio & Magliulo, 2010; Wickama
et al., 2015; Cheng et al., 2018; Mustafa et al., 2018;
Rotigliano et al., 2018; Gayen et al., 2020). Among
these algorithms, RF and ML algorithms have become
a popular choice for image classification in the last few
years. The popularity of RF is mainly due to its
flexibility as it can be used for both classification and
regression purposes and can handle both categorical
and continuous variables (Breiman, 2001; RodriguezGaliano et al., 2012; Woznicki et al., 2019). Owing to
such flexibility, RF has been used in many application
areas like: identification of roofing material (Abriha et
al., 2018), soil erosion risk mapping (Cheng et al.,
2018), lithological classification (Ge et al., 2018), land
use/land cover mapping (Monteiro et al., 2017; Szabó,
et al., 2019), and gully extraction (Phinzi et al., 2020a).
On the other hand, ML is a statistical-based algorithm
that uses probability density functions to describe the
distribution of pixels within land cover classes and
assigns them to the class with the highest likelihood
(Bolstad & Lillesand, 1991; Ahmad & Quegan, 2012).
Like RF, the ML algorithm has been widely used in a
range of applications. In land use/land cover, the
performance of RF against that of ML and/or other
algorithms has been evaluated based on remotely
sensed data (Noi & Kappas, 2018; Abdi, 2019).
Although studies comparing RF and ML are
common, from the perspective of soil erosion, however,
very few studies use these algorithms in conjunction
with empirical erosion models like RUSLE.
Specifically, the possibility of integrating RF, ML, and
RUSLE as independent methods for identifying erosion
prone areas remains unexplored until recently. Phinzi et
al., (2020b) integrated RUSLE and RF to analyse the
spatial pattern of soil erosion risk, focusing on soil loss
and influencing erosion factors. Cheng et al., (2018)
introduced a RF-based approach that integrates
remotely sensed and ancillary data to map soil erosion
risk distribution. These studies provided the basis for
further exploration of empirical erosion models and
supervised image classification algorithms in erosion
assessment, with specific emphasis on their
complementary advantages. In this study, we evaluate
the performance of RUSLE, RF, and ML in terms of

erosion classification accuracy. Unlike previous
attempts, however, herein, we evaluate the accuracy of
the selected methods both individually and when
combined. Furthermore, we report a fourth method,
called here “multi-classifier”, which takes a full
complementary advantage of the three methods. Rather
than simple averaging the accuracy (i.e. overall
accuracy) values of individual methods, the three
methods are spatially fused and the accuracy of the
resulting output (multi-classifier) is assessed
independently. Increasingly, emphasis is being placed
on combining different classification techniques to
obtain better classification results. This is evident in
recent studies such as that of Dong et al., (2020) which
fused RF and Convolutional Neural Network (CNN)
algorithms. However, studies using remote sensing data
with machine learning usually concentrate on land cover
classification or vegetation density calculation
(Nomalised Difference Vegetation Index - NDVI) as
one factor of the soil erosion model (e.g. Suriyaprasit &
Shrestha, 2008; Nyesheja et al. 2019; Atoma et al.,
2020). Research on the use of machine learning as a
direct tool or merged with other methods to detect
erosion prone areas is still limited. Therefore, the main
aim of this study is to fuse RUSLE, an empirical erosion
model, with RF and ML algorithms.
2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
2.1. Study area
The study area has a surface area of about 382
km2 and is in the Eastern Cape Province of South
Africa (Fig. 1). The reason for selecting this study
area relates to the fact that it is arguably one of the
most hard-hit areas by water erosion. Gullies, rills,
and piping (subsurface erosion) are prevalent in the
area. The area is predominantly rural with the
majority of inhabitants involved in subsistence
agriculture (Phinzi & Ngetar, 2019b). Presently, the
most common land use types include scattered rural
settlements, rangeland grazing, and dryland
agriculture. Mudstone and sand stone of the Beaufort
Group characterise the geology of the area (Hilbich et
al., 2007). The topography of the study area is
generally steep, particularly in the western and some
northern parts, with an elevation range of 890 m to
2015 m. The annual rainfall is 671mm and
temperatures range from 7 oC to 30 oC. The study area
is drained by Umzintlava River as the major river.
The climate is semiarid with four seasons:
Autumn (March May), Winter (June–August), Spring
(September–November) and Summer (December–
February).
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Figure 1. Location of study area in the Eastern Cape (EC) Province, South Africa

2.2. Data acquisition
Datasets acquired from different sources
consisted of monthly rainfall, Digital Elevation
Model (DEM), soil samples, and Systeme Pour
l’Observation de la Terre (SPOT-7) image. The
monthly rainfall data spanning a period of 46 years
(1970 – 2016) was obtained from the South African
Weather Services (SAWS). The Shuttle Radar
Topography Mission (SRTM) DEM, with a vertical
accuracy of 16 m and spatial resolution of 30 m, was
downloaded from the USGS website. Soil data
consisting of 24 soil samples were collected from the
topsoil layer (0 – 30cm). Soil samples were air-dried
and analysed in the laboratory to determine soil
erodibility factors (i.e. particle size, soil organic
matter, structure and permeability).
The SPOT-7 image, with a spatial resolution of
5.5 m for multispectral bands (Blue, Green, Red, and
Near Infrared) and 1.5 m for panchromatic band, was
obtained from the South African National Space
Agency (SANSA). These data were used as input in the
computation of RUSLE parameters using various
equations (Table 1). These equations were selected
based on the availability of data, objectives and
characteristics of the study area (Phinzi & Ngetar,
2019b).
2.3. Pre-processing
Radiometric correction was performed on
SPOT-7 image using the image analysis module in
ArcMap. We applied the Apparent Reflectance
function to convert the SPOT-7 Digital Numbers

(DNs) to top of atmosphere (TOA) reflectance values.
This function also corrects the effects caused by solar
irradiance and zenith angle (Cui et al., 2014).
In order to maintain uniformity and minimise
spatial errors, datasets from various sources were coregistered to a common coordinate system, Universal
Traverse Mercator (UTM zone 35S) based on World
Geodetic System (WGS 1984) (Phinzi et al., 2020b).
Additionally, a standard cell size of 5.5 m for RUSLE
parameters was used.
2.4. Revised Universal Soil Loss Equation
(RUSLE)
RUSLE computes the average annual soil loss
based on the multiplication of five erosion factors
including rainfall (R-factor), soil type (K-factor),
topography (LS-factor), cover management (Cfactor), and support practice (C-factor). In this study,
all these erosion factors were computed in ArcMap
and used to calculate the average annual soil loss
based on equation 1 (Renard et al., 1997):
A = R × K × LS × C × P

(1)

Where A is the average annual soil loss (t ha yr −1 ),
R is the rainfall erosivity (MJ mm. ha−1 h−1 yr −1 ), K
is the soil erodibility (t J −1 mm−1 ), LS is the slope
length and slope steepness, C is the cover and
management, and P is the support practice. The LS,
C, and P factors are dimensionless. Many equations
are available for calculating RUSLE factors and the
ones used in this study are shown in Table 1. As a
computerised method, RUSLE is compatible with
Geographic Information System (GIS). This makes it
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Table 1. Equations used to calculate RUSLE parameters in this study
Parameter

Formula
12

R

𝑅𝑅 = � 1.735 𝑥𝑥 10
𝑖𝑖=1

(1.5𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙

𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖2
−0.8188)
𝑝𝑝

Input data

Source

Rainfall
data

SAWS
http://www.weathersa.co.za/

Soil
samples

Primary data

SRTM
DEM

USGS
https://earthexplorer.usgs.gov/

Where R represents rainfall erosivity, 𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖 represents the
total monthly precipitation (mm), and p is the mean
annual precipitation (mm) (Wischmeier and Smith,
1978).
K

𝐾𝐾 = 2.77 × 10−7 (12 − 𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂)𝑀𝑀1.14
+ 4.28 × 10−3 (𝑠𝑠 − 2)
+ 3.29 × 10−3 (𝑝𝑝 − 3)
𝑀𝑀 = [(𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 + 𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣) × (100 − 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶)]

Where K is the soil erodibility factor (t h MJ−1 mm−1 ),
OM is the soil organic matter content (%), Sil is the silt
fraction (%), vFSa is the very fine sand fraction (%), Cla
is the clay fraction (%), S is a soil structure code, P is a
permeability class (Rosewell, 1993).
LS

𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿 = (

𝐴𝐴

)𝑚𝑚 × (

22.13

𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠

)𝑛𝑛 𝐴𝐴 = (Flow accumulation ×
Cell value)

0.0896

Where LS is the slope length and slope steepness
(dimensionless), A is the upslope contributing area per
unit cell (m), m (0.4) is a variable slope length exponent,
n (1.3) is a slope steepness exponent (Moore & Burch,
1986).
𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁

C

𝐶𝐶 = 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 (𝛽𝛽−𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁)
Where C represents the cover and management factor
(dimensionless), a (2) and β (1) are the parameters that
determine the shape of the NDVI curve (Van der Knijff
et al., 2000).

SPOT-7
image

SANSA
https://www.sansa.org.za/

P

𝑃𝑃 = 0.2 + 0.03 × 𝑆𝑆
Where P is the support practice factor (dimensionless),
and S is the slope (%) (Wener (1981).

SRTM
DEM

USGS
https://earthexplorer.usgs.gov

�−𝑎𝑎

�

SRTM (Shuttle Radar Topography Mission), DEM (Digital Elevation Model), SPOT (Systeme Pour l’Observation de la
Terre), SAWS (South African Weather Services), USGS (United states Geological Survey), SANSA (South African
National Space Agency).

easy to integrate RUSLE with other geographically
referenced data and conduct analysis within a single
digital environment.
In order to delineate eroded areas using RUSLE,
we first generated an erosion risk map, consisting of
six erosion risk classes including “very low”, “low,
moderate”, “high”, “very high”, and “extremely high”
(Bergsma et al., 1996). Second, we then reclassified
this map into two classes, viz. erosion (moderate to
extremely high risk) and non-erosion classes (i.e. very
low to low risk) (Phinzi et al., 2020b).
2.5. Random Forest (RF)
RF is a supervised machine learning algorithm
developed to overcome the instability of traditional

tree-based methods (Breiman, 2001). RF consists of
a set of decision trees, each tree contributing a single
vote to a classification (Adelabu & Dube, 2015). The
final classification outcome is determined by the
majority vote. Depending on the software used to run
the algorithm, two RF parameters need to be
optimised, i.e. ntree (the number of trees) and mtry
(the number of features in a split).
We ran RF classification using the Sentinel
Application
Platform
(SNAP)
toolbox
(http://step.esa.int). After experimenting with
different ntree values (e.g. 10, 20, 30, 40, 50), we used
the default value (as the simplest model) as the
differences in the classification outcome and overall
accuracy were negligible. As the first step towards
identifying erosion prone areas, we trained the
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algorithm on seven land cover classes (i.e. water
bodies, built-up areas, barren land, soil erosion,
agricultural land, rangeland, and forest). These land
cover classes were defined following a USGS-based
classification system (Anderson et al., 1976). We used
all the original input bands of SPOT-7. Second, we
reclassified the land cover map into erosion and nonerosion (Phinzi et al., 2020b). In other words, only
those pixels belonging to soil erosion land cover class
were classified as erosion whereas pixels belong to
other land cover classes were classified as non-erosion.
2.6. Maximum Likelihood (ML)
ML, a supervised parametric algorithm
initially proposed by German mathematician C.F.
Gauss in 1821 for normal distribution (Ge et al.,
2018), is by far the most commonly used
classification method in remote sensing (Richards &
Xiuping, 2006). The algorithm is implemented
quantitatively to consider several classes and several
spectral bands simultaneously (Campbell & Wynne,
2011). ML assumes that the probability density
function for each class is multivariate and assigns an
unknown pixel to a class with the highest probability
of membership, thus, the name maximum likelihood
(Scott & Symons, 1971; Bolstad & Lillesand, 1991).
As a common multivariate statistical classification
algorithm, ML is embedded in many image
processing software packages, we conducted the
classification using the SNAP toolbox (Ge et al.,
2018). We followed the same procedure used for
classifying soil erosion with RF (Section 2.5).

Earth images were used to collect ground truth data.
We collected 800 random (400 erosion and 400 nonerosion) points as ground truth data and divided the
data into a training set in 75-25%.
We used the confusion matrix to assess the
accuracy of the classified erosion as is the most
widely accepted method, providing overall accuracy
(OA), kappa coefficient and class-specific accuracies
like producer’s accuracy (PA) and user’s accuracy
(UA) (Congalton, 1991; Lillesand et al., 2015). The
OA and kappa coefficient are the two most popular
accuracy indices used in assessing remote sensingderived classifications (Noi & Kappas, 2018). For
comparative evaluation of the three methods (e.g.
ML, RF, and RUSLE), we used OA, PA, and UA in
our study.
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The results of soil erosion derived from
ML and RF were slightly the same whereas RUSLEbased results differed considerably compared to these
two algorithms (Table 2, Fig. 2). Results indicated
that RUSLE only considered steep sloping areas,
most notably, in the western and northern parts of the
study area. It can be observed that in the central and
other areas where the elevation was relatively gentle,
RUSLE completely missed soil erosion. Of the three
methods, ML had the most pixels (798671) classified
as erosion (Table 2)
Table 2. Eroded area in the study region as determined
by different methods

Different methods (RUSLE, RF, and ML) were
combined on a cell-by-cell basis. This was achieved
using the “Cell Statistics”, a spatial analyst tool
available in ArcGIS software. The tool calculates a
per-cell statistics (e.g. mean, sum, range, standard
deviation etc.) from different raster inputs as given by
equation 2 (ArcGIS 10.4). We selected sum as an
overlay statistic.
OutRas = InRas1 + InRas2 + InRas3

Pixel

Area (km2)

Area (%)

ML

798671

24.16

6.32

RF

655312

19.82

5.19

RUSLE

143152

4.33

1.13

Method

2.7. Fusion of different methods

(2)

Where OutRas is the output raster, InRas1, 2
and 3 are input rasters corresponding to RUSLE, RF
and ML, respectively. We called the resulting output
raster “multi-classifiers”.
2.8. Ground truth data collection and
accuracy assessment
Field observations and high resolution Google

These pixels translate to an area of
approximately 24 km2 (6%) in the real world.
Following ML, RF and RUSLE-classified soil
erosion covered an area of about 20 km2 (5%) and 4
km2 (1%), respectively. Fig. 3 shows one of the
severely eroded sites in the study area.
The accuracy assessment results showed that all
three methods generally performed well at least in
terms of UA, scoring above 90% (Table 3). Across all
accuracy assessment indices, RF outperformed other
methods, recording 87%, 78%, and 95% on OA, PA,
and UA, respectively. These results are in line with
findings from other studies where RF performed better
than other methods. For instance, Burai et al., (2015)
showed that machine learning methods including RF
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Figure 2. Soil erosion distribution from different classification methods: (a) ML, (b) RF, (c) RUSLE, and (d) multi-classifiers.
Note: circle (erosion) and triangle (no erosion) represent ground truth points

achieved higher accuracies compared to ML.
Recently, superior classification performance of RF
over RUSLE was reported (Phinzi et al., 2020b).
However, there are instances where ML
outperformed RF. An example is the lithological
classification study in which ML was the best
classifier, providing the highest classification accuracy
(more than 70%) compared to RF and Artificial Neural
Network (ANN) which both scored less than 70% (Ge

et al., 2018). In our study however, the ML algorithm
performed poorer relative to RF, achieving an OA of
76%. Of the three methods, RUSLE recorded the
lowest OA (66%) and PA (34%) but performed better
than ML based on UA (94%). Based on the
recommended 85% and 70% classification for OA and
class-specific accuracies, respectively (Anderson et al.,
1976; Everitt et al., 2008), it is apparent that the
performance of ML and RUSLE was not satisfactory.
This discrepancy in the classification results of
individual methods underscores the importance of
fusing different methods.
When all the three methods were combined, the
OA and PA improved considerably (i.e. greater than
90%). Nevertheless, the combined output (multiclassifier) did not result in any improvement in RF
and RUSLE’s UAs except for ML’s UA which
improved from 92% to 94%. However, the results
from the combined output are still satisfactory as they
average above 90% which is far higher than 85%
Table 3. Accuracy assessment for classified soil
erosion (note: overall accuracy (OA), producer’s
accuracy (PA), and user’s accuracy (UA)

Figure 3. Severely eroded area in the study area
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Method

OA

PA

UA

ML

76%

56%

92%

RF

87%

78%

95%

RUSLE

66%

34%

94%

Multi-classifiers

93%

91%

94%

threshold set as satisfactory for planning and
management purposes (Anderson et al., 1976;
Mohammady et al., 2015). As a conservation
planning tool, RUSLE is reputed to show the accurate
patterns of erosion (Smith, 1999), but its accuracy
greatly decreases (as was the case in this study) in
complex landscapes characterised by steep
topography and severely gullied areas. Hence, the
need for developing a robust methodology combining
advanced classification algorithm and RUSLE.
4. CONCLUSIONS
The aim of this study was to evaluate the
performance of three methods (i.e. ML, RF, and
RUSLE) in soil erosion classification. The results
indicated that different methods achieved different
accuracy levels. RF performed better than other
methods across all accuracy indices. RUSLE obtained
lowest accuracy values but performed better than ML
at least with respect to UA. The combined output from
the three methods resulted in considerably high levels
of accuracy, recording above 90% across all indices
(OA, UA, and PA). These results reinforce the
importance of fusing empirical erosion models and
machine learning algorithms in erosion assessment,
which so far has not received much attention. Soil
erosion varies from one region to another, depending
on the socio-economic and environmental factors at
play in a particular region, thus the result may vary as
well. Further research needs to be conducted in
different locations. Preferably, in addition to RUSLE,
RF, and ML, various other empirical erosion models
and machine learning and/or deep learning algorithms
need to be considered in future erosion assessments.
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